Our range of more than 30 collections ensures the inexhaustibility and differentiation of our offer: we are able to meet the most varied needs of contemporary architectural projects. The broad range of sizes allows for an easy adaptation to the spaces and the many colours available multiply the possible creative combinations.

What we offer our customers are integrated solutions of floors, walls, technical applications, ventilated facades, raised floors, facades and surfaces for outdoor living. This portfolio of opportunities makes us the perfect partner for a variety of different projects, from large public areas (airports, underground stations, and shopping centres), commercial venues (residences, offices, factories) as well as the residential segment.

Mirage porcelain stoneware is a material featuring high technical and aesthetic performance. The slabs are obtained via a vitrification process, which means the complete fusion of sands, quartz, feldspars, clays, and natural colouring oxides in a sole material: selected raw materials that once fired at temperatures higher than 1250 °C create a full-body compact product, extremely hard and with unrivalled mechanical features.

As well as constantly improving the quality of our products, we have always actively involved in reducing the environmental impact of our products and factories to the absolute minimum. From the control of toxic emissions and energy consumption to the recycling of industrial waste, our work has always been based on concrete ethical principles in order to protect the world in which we live, to improve the quality of our lives and those of future generations. This effort can be seen in the numerous certifications obtained by Mirage, such as the Ecolabel and LEED classifications for all ceramic collections, as well as the compliance with the IPPC regulations, a testament to the respect of strict requirements and the use of the best technology available for industrial processes.
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AEROPORTO
ORIO AL SERIO

Location: ITALY
Collection: STONES 2.0

Colours:

Basaltina Nero SO 01
ST. JOHN AIRPORT
Location: CANADA
Collection: MATERIE
STAZIONE METROPOLITANA FURTH

Location: GERMANY
Collection: TIMAKER
STAZIONE METROPOLITANA ROMA

Location: ITALY
Collection: BLACK & WHITE
Colours: Extrabianco TK 200
STAZIONE METROPOLITANA SEOUL

Location: SOUTH KOREA

Collections: LIMESTONE - STONES 2.0 - WORKSHOP

Colours:
- Basaltino Nero SO 01
- Silver WS 01
- Lime grey LM 04
TRANSPORTS

STAZIONE METROPOLITANA SEOUL
STAZIONE METROPOLITANA NYC

Location: **USA**

Collection: **BLACK&WHITE**

Colours:

- Extrabianco TK 200

TRANSPORTS
TRANSPORTS

TUNNEL SAN GOTTARDO

Location: SWITZERLAND
Collection: TIMAKER
GOTTARDO

AUTOGRIFF

Location: SWITZERLAND

Collection: PIETRE
Location: SPAIN
Collection: PETRANOVA

TRANSPORTS

AEROPUERTO EL PRAT

Salidas Departures Sortidas
ABU DHABI AIRPORT

Location: UAE
Collection: TIMAKER
POZNAŃ CENTRAL STATION

Location: POLAND
Collection: STONES 2.0

Colours: Basaltina Grigia SO 02
POZNAN CENTRAL STATION

TRANSPORTS
BANCA CREMONESE

Location: ITALY
Collections: MARMI - PETRANOVA
Colours:
- Calacatta
- Calacatta MA 12
SCHWEIZER BANK

Location: SWITZERLAND

Collection: TIMAKER
VR BANK

Location: GERMANY

Collections: AREA

Colours: Pietra sereno AR 02
UNION BANK

Location: **UAE**

Collection: **GRANITI**
ISTITUTO MEDEA

Location: ITALY
Collection: CEMENTI_2.0
Colours:
- Dimgray CM 02
HOSPITALS

OSPEDALE MAGGIORE

Location: ITALY
Collections: BLACK&WHITE - PIETRE
Colours: Extrabianco TK 200
SHULTNESSKLINIK

Location: SWITZERLAND
Collection: MATERIE
CLINICA LA TORRE

Location: ITALY

Collection: STONES 2.0

Colours:

Basaltino Grigio 50 02
STUDIO ODONTOIATRICO

Location: ITALY
Collection: PIETRE
ALEXANDRA BOOKSTORE

Location: HUNGARY

Collections: BLACK & WHITE - MATERIE

Colours:

Superblack TK 201
Bemini DF 07
ALI SHOPPING

Location: UAE

Collections: GRANITI
BALDININI OUTLET

Location: ITALY
Collection: WORKSHOP
Colours:

Coffee WS 06
**DOWS**

Location: **SPAIN**

Collection: **FREESTYLE**

Colours:

- Red
- Blue
- Brown
- Black

White Jade FS 06
EMIRATES TOWER

Location: UAE
Collection: MATERIE
MC ARTHUR GLEN DESIGNER OUTLET

Location: ITALY
Collection: LIVING

SHOPPING CENTERS
MODA STUDIO

Location: ITALY
Collection: WORKSHOP
Colours:

Bronze WS 03

SHOPPING CENTERS
ONE SPORT

Location: SAN MARINO
Collection: CEMENTI_2.0
Colours: Sand CM 08
TIMBERLAND STORE

Location: ITALY
Collection: WORKSHOP
Colours: Bronze WS 03
LE BEFANE

Location: ITALY
Collection: MATERIE

SHOPPING CENTERS
SHOPPING CENTERS

JUMBO STORE
Location: CYPRUS
Collection: BLACK & WHITE
Colours: Extrabianco TK 200
ARENA CENTAR

Location: CROATIA
Collection: RE.PLAIN - CEMENTI.2.0
Colours:

- Silver CM 01 - Dimgray CM 02 - Leather CM 03
- Moon CM 07 - Sand CM 08 - Mine CM 09
- Nero PA 01 - Cerere PA 02
- Perla PA 03 - Latte PA 06
- Cenere PA 02
- Latte PA 06
- Mine CM 09
SHOPPING CENTERS

ARENA CENTAR
TEMPORARY SHOP

Location: ITALY
Collection: OXY (PSP)
Colours: [Royalwhite OX 04]
SHOPPING CENTERS

TEMPORARY SHOP
SHOPPING MALL

Location: POLAND
Collection: STONES_2.0 - FREESTYLE
Colors:
- Chambord SO 05 - Pietrachiara SO 06 - Pietra Serir SO 12
- Aquamarine FS 02 - Wasabi FS 12
BARCELONA FC

Location: SPAIN

Collection: PIETRE
POKER BOWL

Location: FRANCE
Collection: STONES_2.0

Colours:

Basaltina Nera SO 01
OTHE RS

FIERA RIMINI

Location: ITALY
Collection: TIMAKER
LOCATION: ITALY

COLLECTION: AREA

COLOURS:
- Pietra Serena AR 02
- Pietra Lavica AR 03
- Pietra Imperiale AR 05
PALACONGRESSI
Location: ITALY
Collection: MARMI
Colours:

Marfil Imperiale MA 20
Location: USA
Collection: MATERIE
ESCUELA BARCELONA

Location: SPAIN
Collection: AREA
Colours:
- Pietra Serena AR 02

OTHERS
Location: GERMANY
Collection: STONES 2.0
Colours:

Basaltna Grigio SO 02
OTHERS

VISEMAR LINE

Location: ITALY
Collection: LIMESTONE - FABRICS

Colours:
- Lime White LM 01
3D REWIND

Location: ITALY

Collections: SLATE - LIMESTONE

Colours:
- Multicolor SL 01
- Lime cream LM 02
3D REWIND
CINEMA ROMA
Location: ITALY
Collections: MARMI - BLACK & WHITE
Colours:

- Superblack
- TK 201
Location: CANADA
Collection: STONES 2.0
Colours: Basaltina Nera SO 01
PENATY GOLF CLUB

Location: CZECH REPUBLIC
Collection: LAB_21
Colours: Lab_fog LB 07
PIAZZA BAISO

Location: ITALY
Collection: LAB_21
Colours:
- Lab_fog LB 07

OTHERS
UN NUOVO STRUMENTO DI LAVORO FUNZIONALE CHE PERMette DI NAVigare FRA OLTrE 180 COLORI DELLE COLEZIONI MIRAGE, SEMPRE AGGIORNATA E COMpleta DI OGNI INFORMAZIONE.

Non un semplice catalogo in formato digitale, ma una portafoglio multimediale multifunzionale, esaustiva, costantemente aggiornata e facilmente consultabile. L’App Mirage si presenta come un vero di utente professionale utilizzabile dagli addetti ai lavori per esplorare attraverso l’iPad l’intera gamma Mirage.

Go to App Store using your Apple device and download for free “MyMirage” application.

www.mirage.it